
In Sydney, Context and Construction will focus on New South 
Wales and Commonwealth cases that are current and important 
and which illustrate major principles of statutory interpretation.

Cases discussed or highlighted will be selected for their currency, 
intrinsic interest and relevance to statutory interpretation.

The seminar will include provision of case notes on all cases for 
the participants.

This seminar will cover subjects including:
—  current judicial approaches to statutory interpretation
—  case studies of interpretative practice
—  leading interpretative principles.

Current and topical statutory interpretation cases are vital to the 
understanding and appreciation of this important area of law. 

We look forward to your company on the day.
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Feedback from our previous seminars 
includes:

‘I enjoyed the day.  
The presenter was excellent 

– knowledgeable, charismatic 
and approachable’

‘Great stories and knowledge  
of cases’

‘Tim Moe is a passionate  
and very interesting presenter! 

This course offered a great  
overview of relevant cases’

DATE  27 July 2010 

TIME   1.30 – 4.30 pm 
(afternoon tea included)

VENUE   AGS, Level 42, MLC Centre 
19 Martin Place Sydney 

COST  $295 per person

PRESENTER
Tim Moe has worked for the Commonwealth  
in administrative law related positions for more 
than 20 years. He is now a Senior Specialist, 
Administrative Law at AGS. Tim regularly presents 
papers in State and Territory jurisdictions across 
Australia.
He also leads and organises the post-graduate 
administrative law course ‘Excellence in 
Government Decision-making’ that AGS conducts 
jointly with the University of Sydney School of Law. 
As a Section Editor, Tim writes regularly for the 
Australian Journal of Administrative Law.

Please see reverse side for registration form.



 ATTENDEE DETAILS

NAME   Mr/Ms/Mrs        

POSITION

AGENCY/BRANCH/SECTION

POSTAL ADDRESS    

Phone                                                 Fax   

Email

  PAYMENT DETAILS

BY INVOICE TO    Mr/Ms/Mrs

BRANCH/SECTION

POSTAL ADDRESS

 

SPECIAL REquIREMENTS   (including special dietary needs/disability)

 

OR BY CREDIT CARD 

Card type 

Number 

Card holder’s name

Expiry date

Gross* transaction amount    $

*    If your agency qualifies for a discount (see Discounted fee), then the actual amount charged to the credit card  
detailed may be less than the gross amount indicated.

Cardholder’s signature
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Australian Government Solicitor  the leading lawyers to government

Context and Construction

27 July 2010   |   1.30 – 4.30 pm
Cost: $295  (GST inclusive)

Payment by credit card with registration
Credit card details will not be processed until after the 
training event has been run. 

Payment by EFT
Payments made by EFT should be accompanied by our 
invoice and reference numbers and paid to our account 
number: 092-009 918766 RBA. 

IMPORTANT NOTICE:  Once a 
nomination form is received and 
a confirmation letter is issued, it 
assures your place on the course of 
your choice and confirms catering 
and venue bookings. unless you 
advise this office within 24 hours 
of receipt of the confirmation letter 
that you will be unable to attend, 
the full attendance fee will still be 
payable. In such an event, please feel 
free to send another person from 
your agency in your place. Courses 
will only be run on the basis of our 
receiving sufficient nominations.

PRIVACY: AGS collects the 
information on this form solely 
for the purpose of administering 
its training program, including 
providing participants with 
information on enrolled and 
upcoming courses. The information 
is stored in a password protected 
database and is usually disclosed to 
a participant’s employing agency 
upon request. 

Please fax this form to F 02 6253 7333. 
For more information please contact Di Harvey on T 02 6253 7126  
or Kirstin Hewitt on T 02 6253 7436, or email cbrtraining@ags.gov.au.

Discounted fee
The discounted fee applies to 
agencies sending three or more 
people to this session.


